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“Woman,

You belong to the night.
You have blood on your thighs

and fuhrze in your hair.
You smell of loamy fertile soil.

Your breasts give life,
Your sex is a mystery school

leading to the holy of holies.”
 

~ Aisha Wolfe
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Welcome to the Womb Wisdom Path
Of the Modern Medicine Woman

The womb is a magical center of creativity, life force, conception and birthing of new

paradigms, beings and ideas. It is the zero point where life begins, traveling from spirit

realm into physical. 

 

This energy is calling us back into the womb, into our own power as women and as weavers

of a new reality. Many ancestral traditions that existed all across the world saw the womb as

the holy of holies, a sacred space filled with the pulsing river of the divine feminine, and as

the heart of medicine woman practices that brought healing to the community.

 

This "second heart" of the female body has been hidden and forgotten, as many of the

feminine mystery schools were forced underground in order to survive. 

 

These teachings are now making their way back into our collective awareness as we shift into

a new paradigm that honors the intuitive feminine wisdom that brings healing balm to a world

out of balance- a massive wave awakening women around to world to their innate powers.

 

You are part of this Great Womb Awakening.

 

As you awaken your Womb Chakra and tap into its creative force, you naturally begin to

unleash your hidden gifts, calling in the support of medicine women and men from your own

lineage, ready to guide you as you heal your own heart and help light the way for others.

 

Through heart-centered rituals, we can invite this womb vortex to transform our lives. Even

women whose physical wombs have been removed can access to this path through the womb

energy blueprint that always remains with them. 

 

The feminine heart can never be removed or cut out- its pristine innocence remains

untouched, waiting for us to make our way home to it.

 

The rituals here are designed for you to awaken the archetypes that live within- maiden, lover

and crone- so that they can bless your life and ignite your innate gifts and knowing.
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"She felt no interruption between the earth
and her body as if the same sap and rhythm ran

through both simultaneously, gold, green,
watery, or fiery when you touched the core."

 
~ Anaïs Nin
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Our inner Maiden teaches us to awaken to our womb, to become aware of its power to

create, and to step into a sense of profound innocence, joy and budding sensuality.

 

For this ritual, anoint your body's sacred points

 

Take a few deep breaths and send prayers and softness to your womb. Feel your feet firmly

rooted on the earth.

 

Bless the Sacred Sites in your body with a flower essence or essential oil

 

Both of your feet

Your Womb and lower belly

Your heart space

Your throat center

Your third eye (between brows)

The palms of your hands

The back of the heart

Your lower back and Sacrum

Your feminine 3rd eye (back of head where neck meets the skull)

Imagine you are weaving a web of light between all these body parts.

 

Then come to lie down on your back, place your hands on your womb and visualize rose

petals of energy swirling in your womb, awakening your yoni from the inside and reaching all

the way into the womb. Connect with the feeling curiosity, excitement and blossoming

sexuality. What does this feel like? Allow yourself to journey with this sensation.

 

 Music recommendation for this ritual:

Jennifer Berezan, Returning

 

 

 

Ritual Of The Maiden
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https://open.spotify.com/track/2Sv2KTJlxgU6D6hu6NluA4


“As if you were on fire from within.
The moon lives in the lining of your skin.”

 
~ Pablo Neruda
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Our inner Lover invites us to fully ignite our sensuality and to open to receiving the masculine

energy in sacred union.

 

For this ritual:

 

 Activate your yoni pleasure

 

Yoni is a sanskrit word for vulva and is considered the most sacred name for the feminine

crown. Thorugh this ritual, we anatomically activate this portal for pleasure & joy.

 

Come to lie down with your knees bent and feet hip-width on the floor.

 

Begin to feel your vaginal canal. You can place a  finger just at the opening and then feel the

rest of the canal extending up into your pelvis.   See the canal as divided into 3 parts: a lower,

middle, and upper part.  

 

Continue breathing normally without holding the breath and send the instruction to your body

to engage the lower part of the canal only. 

 

The first times, it is likely that you are engaging many other muscles, but just sending the

instruction begins the process of  sensitization. Do this 6 times.   Then move on to the middle

part and upper part of the canal.  

 

 Once done with all three parts, continue breathing normally and then imagine engaging them

one part after another in a fluid motion: first, second and third part engaging, keeping this

sensation for a few seconds and then relaxing.   

 

As you do this, imagine energy being pulled all the way from your clitoris, to your g-spot and

your cervix, and feel into this energy.  

 

 On the relaxation of all three parts, see the energy moving down the yoni canal  and

blossoming at the bottom of the pelvis, imagining a radiant flower opening its petals.  Repeat

this as many times as you wish and notice what you feel.

 

Music recommendation for this ritual:

Peruquois, Come My Love

 

 

 

Ritual Of The Lover
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https://open.spotify.com/track/4g2REItfTVHAQtHNwIrS2x


“I am the voice speaking softly.
I exist from the first.

I dwell within the Silence,
It is I who poured forth the Water.  

I am the Womb that gives shape to the All.”
 
 

~ Gnotic text, Trimorphic Protennia
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Our inner wise Crone guards the deepest secrets of the womb, and represents our cervix as

the gatekeeper of the endless ocean of black light extending beyond it.

 

For this ritual:

 

 Immerse in Dream Time Womb Breathing

 

Light a candle and incense of your choice and prepare pen and paper.

Lie down on the floor in a comfortable position with your hands gently on your womb.

 

Begin breathing consciously and pay attention to the rhythm of your breath. 

Don’t force your breath into a specific rhythm. 

 

Send your inhales to your entire womb space, like spiral of light swirling in, and on the

exhale, see any burdens releasing as grey matter into the floor. Stay here about 3 minutes.

 

The begin to breathe love and kindness into your cervix .

Allow your imagination to see a crone in your inner vision

What does she look like? Which energy does she carry? 

Does she have any messages for you? Imagine, what would those messages be? 

Ask the energy flows of your cervix to gently open 

Begin to enter its magical dream space, allowing its mysteries to unveil themselves.

Merging with your cervix... breathing from it... becoming it .

 What do you see? 
What feelings, sensations, sounds and voices arise? 

What physical feelings or memories are you aware of? 
 

Continue journeying with your imagination, allowing it to open and expand playfully.

After 5-10 minutes, come out of the journey and write down everything that came to you,

starting with the question "How do I feel right now?". Keep this paper and watch out for

related coincidences that unfold in your life, knowing you can always visit this inner world.

 

 

Music recommendation for this ritual:

Kiss of a Rose, Deuter

 

 

 

Ritual Of The Crone
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https://open.spotify.com/track/4OULOHXEaJPHYNgoK30q2A


“The valley spirit never dies.
Call it the mystery, the woman.

The mystery, the Door of the Woman,
Is the root

Of earth and heaven.”  
 

~ Tao Te Ching, Lao Tsu, English version, 
Ursula K. Le Guin
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Take the first days of your Moontime to rest deeply, or don’t make any plans for your

evenings, and be as relaxed and quiet as possible. Keep a journal and notice what arises.

Gift your blood to the the womb of the earth by soaking your pads and tampons in warm

water, allowing all that was released in the last cycle to be transmuted. Whenever possible,

avoid using conventional pads & tampons and opt for organic alternatives instead.

Put a Womb Bowl on your altar with lunarized water and infused with herbs of red color

(such as rose), decorated with red flower petals or a red crystal. In case you are in your

Menopause or don't bleed at the moment, place this Womb Bowl on

 
Our moon time is when we are blessed with blood flowing freely from our bodies, carrying

healing steam cells and a renewal power known as the nectar of life in many traditions. 

Moon Woman invites us to celebrate our flow and release any false imprints of shame. 

 

For this ritual:

 

 Honor the Sacred Blood

 

Across many cultures, women gathered in Moon Colleges as a way to celebrate the time of

menstruation. This part of the month was known as profoundly sacred, a magical doorway

into a woman's deepest power. Menstruation was the first shamanic journey. In our current

culture, we have lost our connection to the blood, leaving us with a negative feeling about our

periods and even creating physical disturbances.

 

This feeling of forgetting and the pain in our bodies are calls for us to reclaim this part of the

month as a sacred portal. Even if you are not menstruating, you can call in your flow by

engaging in moon time rituals during new moon or full moon. For women in their moon-o-

pause, their powerful blood is now retained in the body and can be honored by celebrating the

cycles of the moon.

 

Here are the elements of Moon Woman ritual to can help you connect with your blood:

 

 

 

your altar during every dark moon to celebrate your inner Moon cycles.

 

Music recommendation for this ritual:

Abwoon, Lisa Gerrard

 

 

Ritual Of The Moon Woman
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https://open.spotify.com/track/68xuF7hcOO1HG5yxnjbSv7


 
I open myself to the Great Womb Awakening,

My heart expands into Love's radiant unfolding,

I vow to return to my Medicine Woman gifts,

To uncover the Ancestral Healing Balm within me,

As it heals my heart and the hearts of others,

 Anchoring the true Divine Feminine on our Mother Earth,

I vow to leave no darkness unseen, no shadow without healing,

I am a pilgrim on the Path of Love,

 My return to my womb's pristine gifts heals the Earth

 and brings love into the darkest of places,

I leave my heart unguarded, in its full radiance,  

I embrace all my sensations; nothing is left behind,

My surrender to the divine flow is my power,

I celebrate my sexuality as a gift of life itself, primal and free,

I long to merge into union within myself and another,

I abandon myself to Sacred Relationship,

Merging my Womb with the Womb of Gaia,

I vow to return to her exquisite sensuality,

My life is part of a Great Womb Weaving

I offer all to this Awakening,

Calling the Guardian Spirits 

of the Pristine Land from where we came,

Beloved Great Mother, bear witness to my prayer.

 

 
 

 

 

Medicine Woman Vow And Prayer
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Sanja is a transformation facilitator, wisdom keeper of the womb, artist and creative entrepreneur.

Throughout her work, she holds healing space that is generous, loving and profoundly shamanic. She

crafts enchanted, art-infused offerings that naturally draw us into our magical inner world, unearthing

hidden gems, clearing old patterns and revealing our true radiance. This work accompanies us into

full-body connection with our physical self, our unique gifts and the unfolding of our heart's  desires. 

 

Her sessions and retreats reflect her own path as a dedicated student and practitioner of transformation

practices over the past decade, studying Sound Healing, Womb Shamanism, Dream Time Shamanic

Journeying, Female Pelvic Anatomy as well as Visionary Entrepreneurship & Creativity.  She

regularly shares her work across Europe and some of the most stunning well-being and healing

centers in Bali. As co-founder of the European hub of the Anatomy of Movement method®, she

focuses on grounding the Womb Practices in solid anatomy and knowledge of the body. Through

Embodied Healing Arts, she guides women to discover the most alchemical parts of themselves, all

while creating practical, embodied blueprints for a blossoming life.

 

 

 

~::~About The Author~::~
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~Join the Great Womb Awakening~
Sign up for our Online Shamanic Womb Journeys

Join the 4-week Medicine Woman Online Training 

Subscribe to the Newsletter to receive inspiration and content 

Looking forward to welcoming you to the Online Healing Temple:

www.embodiedhealing.co

http://www.embodiedhealing.co/
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